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Syaoran found all of Sakuras feathers but there was 1 feather left.it was in Clow Country.so sakura and
syaoran returned there.1 day Syaoran found 2 cards at the ruins. When Syaoran brought it to Sakura it
was summoned.read to found out what happens next?
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1 - Settled In Clow Country

Note:"Syao is a nickname for Syaoran in Tsubasa Chronicle."
Also, ppl in clow country must start finding a boyfriend at the age of 16 and must be married by the age
of 21 or must leave the Country.

They have found all of Sakura's feathers.But there was one more.It was a little bigger.The feather was
pink and the symbols were white.Fai and Kuro-puu went to do their own bussiness.Then
Syaoran,Sakura and Mokona traveled back to Clow Country.Then went straight to Sakura's Kingdom.

Sakura:Syao!Touya's gone!He left a note.

Note:Dear Sakura,
Since you will be married soon and you'll turn 16,i have moved to another Kingdom near you.I moved
because I have 3 children and thought i would bother you.So i leave the rest of the rooms to you and
you'll be incharge of the family.I'll still be your nice brother.Even though i tease you or call you
MONSTER,i'm still nice to my one and only brother.I wish good luck to your new family and also invite
me to your wedding.
Love,
Touya
Sakura:Awww,so sweet.My brother.....

That was the nicest letter Touya ever wrote.So Touya couldn't always be mean to Sakura.

Then they set up the furniture,home stuff and ya.Everything was in the right place.It looked
wonderful.perfect enough for Syaoran to settle in the Country again in search for last feather of Sakura's
Memories.The last feather was acutally made by Yuuko, the demination witch because she wanted
Sakura to have the Childhood relationship with Syaoran again.So nice for Yuuko.

TO BE CONTINUED......in CHAPTER (2)



2 - Two Cards???

Syao:I'll be going to the ruins with Mokona to search for the last feather of your memories.

Princess Sakura:Sure.I'll just take a nap.

Then Syaoran and Mokona headed off to the ruins.Searching and searching there was no luck.

Mokona:Mokona feel a strong magic power!Over here,C'mon!

Syao followed Mokona to a room.In front of them there was a box.A golden Box.The two walked up
towards the Golden Box.

Syao:There's a description on the box.(he blowed away the dust.)It says,
who ever has the same names as the to cards inside can keep the treasure.Who ever keeps the
treasure not by the same names will be cursed.The two names are Sakura and Syaoran.

Mokona:I guess u keep the cards because you have the same name as one of the cards,Syao.But i
sense strong magic from The Sakura Card.

Then Syao took the box.He when back to the Kingdom brought it to Sakura.

Syao:Sakura!Sakura!Sakura wake up!

Princess Sakura:What is it?

Syao:I found a box with 2 card with the same name as ours.

Princess Sakura:Can i see them?

Syao:Sure.

When Princess Sakura touched the Sakura Card,it glowed with a bright light!
Then when the glow faded there was a girl.She wore a pink puffy hat.A dress up to her knees with pink
bows.She had a star wand with two mini wings.She had emerald eyes,2 long strands of hair longer then
her normal length of hair and other 2 strands of hair standing up.

Sakura:Hello!I'm Sakura Kinomoto!HUH?Where am I?

Princess Sakura:This is Clow Country.

Sakura:HOE!!!I'm supposed to be in Tokyo,Japan!Not Here.Oh right!I was sealed by my own magic.

Sakura looked in the golden box where The Syaoran card was.



Sakura:May I have the Syaoran Card?

Princess Sakura:Sure.

Princess Sakura gave The Syaoran card to Sakura.Sakura threw the card up in the air and summoned
The Syaoran card with her Star Wand.A boy wearing green chinese clothes and had a sword appeared.

Syaoran:Huh?Where am I?

TO BE CONTINUED~~~
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